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No; BTEU(BSNL)/Promotion – JAO /2017

Dated the 25th October 2017

To
Smt Sujatha T Ray
Director (HR)
BSNL
New Delhi
Subject: Promotion to the cadre of Jr.Accounts officers – Utilisatino of vacancies
available in 10% quota – Reg.
Respected madam,
A kind reference is invited to BSNL Corporate office letter No 9-1/16-Rectt Dated
24.10.2017 wherein it was conveyed that the Circles can utilise the vacancies arisen out of
declination of some of the officials who hav qualified in the JAO examination but subsequently
opted to work in JTO cadre.
In this connection it is to bring to your kind notice that this union has been taking up this
issue with the management at various levels for the past 6 months with a request to promote all the
officials who could not be promoted to JAO cadre due to lack of vacnacies even though they have
passed the examination. In some of the circles like AP/Telangana/TN/Karnataka./Kerala/Punjab etc
about 100 offcials fit into this category.
Vide aforesaid letter relief is given only for the vacancies arising out of declinatio of
promotion in respect of officials who have qualified and opted to work in JTO cadre only. With this
letter only some would get the relief and the rest of the officials would be left in the lurch.
10%

There are several vacancies in the JAO cadre in various circles in 40% quota and also in
quota there are huge number of vacancies in all the circles.

It is therefore requested that the cases of the officials who have passed in the JAO 40%
examination held in July 2016 and who could not be accommodated due to lack of vacancies be
kindly considered sympathetically as a one time measure and be adjusted agaisnt the vacancies of
10% quota etc.
An early action in the matter is requested please.
`

Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

(R.C.Pandey)
General Secretary
Copy to:1. Shri Sunil Kumar, Sr.GM(F&P) BSNL CO New Delhi for necessary action please.
2. Smt.Anima Roy, Sr.GM(Recruitment) BSNL CO New Delhi for necessry action please.

